
XPERTSUN Urban Color
Tinted sun protection and environmental aging 
prevention cream
XPERTSUN Urban is the ultimate in a new generation of daily-use environmental protection. This 
extraordinary CC Cream protects, prevents and reverses the harmful effects of the sun and urban 
pollution, providing 360º protection, 365 days a year. With a silky fluid texture, it provides an even, natural 
and matte finish due to the coverage of its pigments, which adjust to different skin tones, making it an 
extraordinary base for subsequent make-up application. The result is radiant, protected skin that maintains 
its natural beauty and youth. 

COMPOSITION

BENEFITS

Biological and chemical 
organo-mineral filters

Broad-spectrum sunscreen using different sun protection mechanisms 
(reflection, dispersion, absorption and strengthening the skin’s immune 
system) through a range of filters providing maximum safety, cosmetic 
benefits and epidermal absorption.

Powerful biomimetic peptide inspired by the antioxidant benefits of green tea. 
Increases the skin’s natural detoxification, antioxidation, dark spot prevention 
and inflammatory response capacity.
A 360º anti-pollution effect.

1% Neøclair Pro™

Mattifying effect.
1 2 3

Ideal base for subsequent 
make-up application.

Fresh, ultra-light texture.

Water resistant.

Portable container with  
ergonomic applicator.

Very high sun protection 
with SPF 50+    UVA

Modern pollution 
protection (sun, pollution, 

tobacco, etc.).

Prevents aging skin  
induced by  

environmental factors.

Free radical  
protection.

Prevents cellular   
DNA damage.

Prevents dark spots 
induced by  

solar radiation.

Enhances sun tolerance
(prevents sunburn).

 Antiaging ��������  
with high-coverage color.

50 mL 
C.N. 197833.2



BETTER PROTECTED SKIN

Neøclair Pro™ regulates the expression of the genes that encode cellular antioxidant activity (NFE2L2, HMCX1, 
TRX, GSS, GSTM, GPX1, CYP2R1) by stimulating and providing 360° protection against outdoor, indoor and 
internal pollution.

Repairs damage caused by environmental pollution.

Skin protein and lipid and cellular DNA protection against external pollution 
(heavy metals and smoke).

• π62% AGE induced by heavy metals, preventing and protecting against protein glycation1.
• π22% oxidative damage to cellular DNA due to smoke, preserving cell function1.
• π14% lipid peroxidation in cell membranes caused by smoke, preserving skin cohesion1.

Untreated exposed skin (d5) Exposed skin + Neøclair Pro™ (d5)

OUR SCIENCE

RESULTS

Neøclair Pro™ works by activating the cellular 
antioxidant protection mechanisms, as well as helping 
the cells to repair themselves when there is damage 
caused by exposure to pollution.

60%
**

0%

100%
**

+40% cell membrane 
recovery

Baseline Urban dust + 0.1 mg/mL
of Neøclair Pro™
active ingredient

Urban dust
+ untreated

***  p<0.001 vs baseline
**    p<0.01 vs baseline

1.Neøclair-Pro™  in vivo & ex vivo human explant efficacy tests.

+40 IMPROVED CELL INTEGRITY AND FUNCTION
CELL MEMBRANE REPAIR2%

Prevention and improved cell protection against pollution.

Protection against internal pollution vs. untreated skin. 

Heme oxygenase levels vs. untreated skin.

Protection against indoor & outdoor pollution induced by  
heavy metals and hydrocarbons. 

+69 IN 5 DAYS
ANTIOXIDANT ACTIVITY1%

+23 IN 5 DAYS
ANTIOXIDANT PROTECTION1% -16 IN 5 DAYS

AHR PRODUCTION1%
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